POWERS OF A MATRIX OVER A LATTICE
W. R. UTZ

Let M = ||ay|| be an »X» matrix with elements in a lattice in
which meet, join, and inclusion are denoted by ab, a+b, and aQb,
respectively. Two «X« lattice matrices M and M' are said to be

equal if aij = a'l},i,j=\,2,
■ ■ • , n, and if c^yO«, », 7 = 1, 2, • • ■, n,
then we shall write MEM'. The n2 elements of M will be called
independent provided P,C XX-2 P*> where Pi, P2, • • • , Pr are any
products

of elements

a^ of M, implies PiCPm

for some m such that

2gw=r.
Theorem 1. If the elements of M are in a distributive lattice, the
sequence M, M2, M3, ■ • • of powers of M under ordinary matrix multiplication contains at most (n —\)2+N distinct matrices where N is the
least common multiple of 1, 2, • • • , n. At most N of these matrices
occur periodically in the sequence. If the elements of M are independent,
there are exactly (n —\)2+N distinct matrices in the sequence of which
N occur periodically.
The proof of this theorem follows very closely that of the corresponding theorem given by Sanders1 for powers of a matrix with
elements as sets of points. Because of this similarity the proof will
not be given here.
It may be of interest to observe that in case the elements of M are
independent, then the collection
M'+\

M'+2, ■-- , M'+N

(s=

form a cyclic group of order N under matrix multiplication

(n-

\)2),

with MN

as identity.
The following theorem

Theorem

holds without

distribution

2. If Af = ||oy|| is an nXn

aijEamp when i^m

andj^p,

then MEM2

in the lattice.

matrix over a lattice and if
= M" for all integers w/^2.

Proof. Let a[f= X)»-i a»»a«ydenote the element in the ith row
and jth column of M2. Since (anaij) (aisaaj) = (a^a«) (a^a,/) =aua>i for
5 = 1, 2, • • • , n, we have anaij+ai,a,j
= anaij and a® = anflij- Thus

ctifitj'l= fl»ya<i«iy
= ttiy hence a^Ea^
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If i^m
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and

j£p,

then

(a<ißy) (ömiOip) = (««Omi) (aiyflip) = aaaij,

hence a<fC<C
To show that lí" = Af2 for m>>2, it is sufficient to show that
M3 = M2. Let a<f = E?-i a«oif denote the element in the ith row
and 7th column of M*. As before, (ana®) (a^a^f) = (o.ia,,) (af/a®)
= aitaf¡1 for s = l, 2, • • • , n, hence aiiaf]+ai,a® = anaf/ and a®'
= a.ifly' = aiifliiOiy = aiißij = flj2'. This completes
the proof of the
theorem.
Theorem
when i^m

2 holds if the inequalities are reversed, that is, if anEamp
and j^p.
From the proof of the preceding theorem one

infers that M=M2 if, and only if, anaij = aij for all i, j.
As can be easily seen, any n Xn lattice matrix ||aty|| can be reduced
by a sequence of additions of one row or column to another to a
matrix with general element
n

n

ca =2^/2~2 arIn this matrix CijEcmp if i^m
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